
DIGITAL Maturity



DIGITAL Maturity
How DIGITALLY MATURE is your company? 

How mature DO YOU WANT to be?



What is 
Maturity?



What is 
Maturity?



I’ve got a 
long way 
to go...



I’ve got a 
long way 
to go...



What really got me 
thinking about maturity...



Back in 
the day Don’t be a dick… Do the right thing.

HR Policy





1. Identify which stage of digital maturity are you at today 

2. Identify if you want to move up a stage in the short term 
a. Which stage you would like to move up to 
b. And for which lifecycles 

3. Identify the same but with a more longer term view

4. And then start constructing a plan which involves time 
and resources 

After today:



Digital Maturity Models - 
IDC



Digital Maturity Models - 
BCG



Digital Maturity Models - 
Smart Insights



The HubSpot FLYWHEEL





How do you plan and develop strategy and 
use technology to support it?



How do you attract prospects that are not aware of your brand, 
or that your products/services can solve their goals and challenges?



How to attract and engage with prospects who are aware of your brand 
and how your products/services can assist, and are comparing your 
solution to alternatives? 



How to turn leads into customers?



How to re-engage with lost prospects and customers?



How to fulfil new orders and/or onboard new customers?



How do facilitate existing customers buying more?



How to keep existing customers as customers?



How to ensure customers can easily get help quickly and have a good 
experience when needing assistance?



How do you encourage and facilitate customers to proactively promote 
your brand, products/services?







DISRUPTORS 
disrupt on experience





● Officer
● Agency or Consultancy
● Resources

My level of maturity changes 
depending on who I am with



www.hubledigital.com/digital-maturity 

If you would like to download the full digital maturity model, so that you can 
plot where are now, and where you want to be in the future, go to:



WIN Apple 
Airpods Pro

1. Post a picture, or your key takeaway on LinkedIn 

2. Must include #Grow20 

3. We will pick a random post and send you the airpods 

4. You could be as happy as these two ->



USING HUBSPOT TO 
WIN ENTERPRISE  
SIZED DEALS
ROWLEY CUBITT IS JOINED BY OLIVIA KIRWAN

HOW TO MANAGE 
REMOTE SALES 

TEAMS EFFECTIVELY
DARYN SMITH IS JOINED BY ANDREÏ SOCHALAI

10.15AM BST | 4.15AM CDT | 5.15PM SGT


